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Abstract
This report explores the social and institutional realities of multilingualism in the city of Ottawa, Ontario, Canada.
Assessing the manifestation of multilingualism historically and in terms of five key spheres (educational, public,
economic, private and urban spaces), the report aims to describe the general state of multilingualism in Ottawa and
identify sensitive issues and potential best practices.
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1. Introduction
Ottawa is the capital of Canada and the second most populous city in Ontario, Canada’s most populous province.
Ottawa shares a border with Gatineau, Quebec, and together they form the National Capital Region (NCR). In the 2011
census, the population of Ottawa was 883,391, that of the Ottawa-Gatineau census metropolitan area (CMA) was
1,236,324, and that of the NCR was 1,451,415. Ottawa’s economy relies mostly on Canada’s public service and
high-tech industry ((2), 2011).
This report paints a picture of multilingualism in Ottawa by examining social manifestations of multilingualism and
institutional responses to it. The materials used to create this picture include academic articles and books, reports,
websites, and interview questionnaires completed by a few key actors.1 The report starts with a brief history of
multilingualism in Ottawa. It goes on to describe the current language situation in the city. The report then examines
multilingualism in Ottawa in terms of the five key spheres identified by the LUCIDE network, namely the educational
sphere,2 the public sphere,3 the economic sphere,4 the private sphere5 and urban spaces.6 Key issues associated
with multilingualism in Ottawa are identified and discussed in the conclusion.

1

Five key actors with various backgrounds (for example, university professor, public servant or member of civil society) completed interview
questionnaires. A summary table can be found in Appendix 1.
2	The educational sphere includes the public school system, vocational education, non-governmental organizations involved in formal or
informal education, independent or private schools, further education, and cultural organizations, societies and associations.
3
The public sphere includes local governments, municipalities and councils; public services (health, transportation and tourism); the media;
and publicly funded civic events and festivals.
4
The economic sphere includes large local, national and multinational corporations; the industrial and manufacturing sectors; small- and
medium-sized enterprises; service providers; and financial institutions.
5
The private sphere includes activities related to family, friends and social networks; local or city-wide activities (such as festivals) not
initiated by the public sphere, but organized by local community groups; services provided by local communities; local support networks;
and religious activities, organizations and associations.
6
Urban spaces include all publicly visible and audible aspects of a city (for example, signage, advertising, graffiti and public art).
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2. A short history of language diversity in Ottawa
Along with the city of Gatineau, Quebec, just across the river, Ottawa is home to most of the federal civil service and is
therefore often presented as a symbol of Canada’s bilingualism. Historically, the Ottawa was built by both Francophones
and Anglophones, with important waves of immigrants joining in from the 1970s on. Statistics produced by Statistics
Canada and its predecessor, the Dominion Bureau of Statistics, shows the extent of linguistic duality in Ottawa
throughout the 20th century. In 1941, 40% of Ottawa residents reported French as their mother tongue, while 56%
reported English as their mother tongue. The proportion of Francophones decreased steadily from one census to next,
until Ottawa and Gatineau were combined into one area for census purposes. Italian, German and later Chinese were
the three most common languages after English and French, but the proportion of speakers of each of these languages
remained less than 2% until the 1980s. Table 1 in Appendix 1 provides details of the language composition of Ottawa.
Although this study focuses on the municipal level of intervention in multilingualism and linguistic issues, the fact that
municipal governments in Canada are “creatures of the provinces” requires us to situate the issue in the broader context
of federal and provincial institutions. From its very beginning, Canada has been de facto bilingual, if not multilingual.
Many different languages have been involved in Canada’s creation, development and struggles: the languages spoken
(or once spoken) by Aboriginal peoples who occupied Canada’s territory before the Europeans came, French and
English spoken by the original European settlers, and the languages spoken by immigrants who came to Canada
in countless waves. During Canada’s infancy, when it was still British North America, many attempts were made to
assimilate Aboriginal and French people into the dominant English group. However, the Constitutional Act, 1867,
contained provisions to protect French within and outside Quebec, and English within Quebec (32). Policies promoting
the assimilation of Aboriginal people—and the loss of their languages—went on much longer, but the existence of
Aboriginal people as a group was recognized and associated with certain rights in the Constitutional Act, 1982 (33). The
Royal Commission on Bilingualism and Biculturalism led to the adoption of the Official Languages Act (41), under which
French and English have equal status in federal courts, Parliament and all federal institutions.
As for provincial politics, the main piece of language legislation in Ontario is the French Language Services Act.
Numerous pieces of non-language legislation also contain language provisions (22). For example, the Election Act
states, “Where neither the deputy returning officer nor the poll clerk understands the language spoken by an elector . . .
the elector has the right to the assistance of an interpreter . . .” (22). The Ontario Municipal Board Act allows municipal
councils to adopt their by-laws and resolutions in English only or in English and French. Councils and their special
committees can deliberate in French, English or both. The transcription must, however, be available in English. Many
other laws grant Francophone citizens the right to receive services in French (for example, the Ontario College of
Teachers Act and the Child and Family Services Act) and give institutions the option of operating partly in French (for
example, the Public Library Act). Finally, the preamble to the Official Languages Act states that the Government of
Canada is committed to enhancing the bilingual character of the NCR. In short, most Ontario statutes and regulations
that directly or indirectly affect the linguistic landscape deal with French and not other languages (41).
Ottawa faces specific challenges regarding multilingualism, because it was built by both the French and English
communities and because it is the capital of a country that is officially bilingual. Caroline Andrew and Guy Chiasson
argue that, historically, the municipal government has ceded to the federal government the responsibility of organizing
Ottawa as the nation’s capital:
For a long time, the reaction of the city was to view itself as the government of the local residents, responsible
only for the delivery of basic services (streets, sidewalks, firefighters, police), and not at all involved in spending
on “luxuries” (parks, public spaces, planning), much of which fell under the jurisdiction of the federal government,
by means of the National Capital Commission ((2), 2012, 42)
Andrew and Chiasson add that, through most of the 20th century, as the City of Ottawa tried to cultivate a close
relationship with a business elite that did not recognize the Francophone community’s contributions (such as the
University of Ottawa and the General Hospital), very few efforts were made regarding bilingualism and multilingualism.
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Since the 2001 amalgamation, the City of Ottawa seems to be assuming its role as the capital of a multicultural, officially
bilingual country. This role is shared with the National Capital Commission (NCC), which is “responsible for developing,
preserving and improving Canada’s Capital Region for Canadians” ((55), 2013). Note that the NCC manages land and
buildings on both sides of the Ottawa River, in Ottawa, Ontario, and in Gatineau, Quebec.7
It is in the historical and political context above that the issue of multilingualism in Ottawa must be understood.

7

While some of the numbers presented here are about the City of Ottawa only, most data available concern the Ottawa-Gatineau region.
This explains why, for example in the Statistics Canada documents, the Francophone community seems so large in Ottawa.
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3. Contemporary perspectives
Today, the high rate of immigration to Canada each year continues to transform the linguistic landscape of the country
and its cities. Canada has one of the highest per capita immigration rates in the world, driven by economic growth and
family reunification (6). Close to 250,000 immigrants arrive each year, settling mostly in Toronto, Montréal and Vancouver,
but increasingly in Calgary, Edmonton and Winnipeg (7). As of 2007, nearly one in five Canadians (19.8%) was foreignborn (31). Nearly 60% of new immigrants come from Asia, mostly from China, the Philippines and India (9). The 2011
census indicates that English and French are the first language of 57.8% and 21.7% of the population, respectively.
As well, 6.4 million persons spoke an immigrant language on a regular basis at home and 213,000 persons spoke an
Aboriginal language (31).
Statistics Canada’s numbers make it possible to create an interesting linguistic profile of the main metropolitan areas in
Canada, including Ottawa. These profiles, included in tables 1, 2 and 3 of Appendix 3, are summarized below.8
Although Toronto remains by far the top destination for immigrants to Canada, its popularity has declined significantly
in the last 10 years. Toronto is followed by Montréal and Vancouver as the second and third most popular destinations.
As well, the Ottawa-Gatineau region went from being the fourth most popular destination to the seventh between 2006
and 2011. According to the 2011 census, the total population of the Ottawa-Gatineau CMA (21) was 1,222,760. Of this
population, 50.2% reported that their mother tongue was English, 32.3%, French and 17.4%, other. Arabic and Spanish
ranked third and fourth, respectively. Of all Ottawa residents, 82% reported the ability to speak English, 48.9%, French,
3.1%, Spanish and 3.1%, Arabic. There were 547,630 persons who were bilingual in the two official languages. These
official bilinguals were composed of 31.3% of the English mother tongue population, of 75.0% of the French mother
tongue population and of 27.6% of the other mother tongue population. In Ottawa, 0.2% of the population can speak
both official languages and a third language. Jill Murphy writes that, although Ottawa’s population grew 65% between
1986 and 2001, the rate of immigration started decreasing around 2005 ((19), 2010). In 2006, Ottawa was still the fourth
most popular destination for immigrants to Canada, after Toronto, Vancouver and Montréal. In 2011 Ottawa ranked
seventh, after Calgary, Winnipeg and Edmonton. Finally, Murphy adds that 17.9% of all refugees to Canada choose to
settle in Ottawa, the second highest number after Montréal (19). According to the Social Planning Council of Ottawa, the
majority of immigrants who speak neither French nor English are over 65 years of age. Many of them are women who
live alone.

8

Tables 1 & 2 outline the linguistic landscape of 4 of the main Canadian cities, using the categories of mother tongue and languages
spoken. Table 3 outlines the main immigrant destinations in Canada and points at potential new trends.
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4. The LUCIDE Network
4.1. Multilingualism and plurilingualism in education
“Multilingualism in education” refers to both elementary and secondary education, and to adult language training. In
general terms, elementary and secondary programs are funded by the provincial government and delivered by school
boards. Settlements programs and adult language education are funded by both the provincial government (English
as a second language (ESL) programs) and the federal government (Language Instruction for Newcomers to Canada
(LINC) programs) and delivered through community agencies, school boards and colleges ((6), 2005).
In terms of elementary and secondary programs in Ontario, “language education” refers to ESL programs for immigrants
and French immersion programs or language classes for all students. The main school boards in Ottawa are the
Conseil des écoles catholiques du Centre-Est (CECCE), Conseil des écoles publiques de l’Est de l’Ontario (CEPEO)
(37), Ottawa-Carleton District School Board (OCDSB) and Ottawa Catholic School Board (58). The CECCE’s website
is available in English and French and includes a link to Google Translate (36). It offers students classes in a dozen
languages.9 The OCDSB provides language education programs at the primary and secondary levels for students
learning a new language or a heritage language (their parents’ language). The OCDSB’s website is available in English
and French and includes a link to Google Translate (57). French immersion and ESL programs are offered in many
OCDSB schools. Classes in multiple languages are offered to both students and community members.
Education experts stress the importance of allophone students maintaining fluency in their first language. For students,
receiving some schooling in their mother tongue can facilitate the transition to full education in the majority language
((3), 2005). Offering language classes can also broaden majority-language children’s linguistic horizons. Recognizing the
individual and social benefits of multilingualism, the OCDSB gives advice through a multilingual flyer to parents on how
and why to transmit their first languages to their children (45).
The issue of the benefits of providing language training in the children’s mother tongue is framed somewhat differently
for Aboriginal children than for immigrants. According to the Aboriginal Peoples Survey, “Parents of 60% of Aboriginal
children in non-reserve areas believed it was very important or somewhat important for their children to speak and
understand an Aboriginal language” ((25), 2007:24). The Canadian Council on Learning stresses that “in Canada,
Aboriginal children and youth’s educational outcomes are significantly worse than the outcomes for non-Aboriginal
students” ((4), 2008). For Guevremont and Kohen, teaching Aboriginal languages and culture could improve the
outcomes of Aboriginal students ((14), 2012). Patrick and Tomiak similarly assess the need for developing vehicles for
language regeneration ((20), 2008).
Among the responses to this need are the services and programs provided by two Inuit Centres in Ottawa, whose
target audience is an Inuit population of an estimated 1,000 individuals. Tungasuvvingat Inuit (TI) is an organization that
helps Inuit gain access to services, including Inuit language education. The website is offered in English and Inuktitut.
The winter 2012 program included beading, Inuktitut language classes, drum making, elders’ tea and parka making.
The Ottawa Inuit Children’s Centre (OICC) is another multiservice Inuit organization providing cultural, educational,
recreational and social support services to children, youth and families in Ottawa’s growing Inuit community. Available
programs include the Sivummut Head Start Program (half-day bilingual preschool for Inuit children under 6) and the Inuit
Family Literacy Program (program for Inuit to convey academic and cultural literacy in Inuktitut and English) (50).
Other cultural and linguistic groups provide language classes for children and adults. For example the Al-Sham Arabic
School in Ottawa is an Arabic language school for elementary, junior and secondary students (26). It operates under the
French-language school board (CECCE) in school facilities on weekends. Ottawa Chinese Language Learning Centre
(OCLLC) also offers a number of different levels of Chinese (Mandarin) lessons to help adults and children (including preschool kids) learn standard Mandarin (48).

9

Classes are offered in Arabic, Armenian, Bengali, Dari, Hindi, Italian, simplified Mandarin, Portuguese, Russian, Somali, Turkish and
Ukrainian, and other languages may be offered from time to time.
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The other side of the issue involves the ways in which the awareness of multiculturalism and multilingualism is developed
and fostered in unilingual children. The goal of Multicultural Arts for Schools and Communities (MASC) is to awaken
children to other cultures and languages through art in elementary and secondary schools (38).
Adult language training in Ontario and Ottawa are available through public and private channels. ESL, LINC or
Literacy and Basic Skills (LBS) programs are funded by the provincial and federal governments and provide classes to
immigrants who are not fluent enough in English. Although only 9.3% of immigrants to Canada in 2006 reported the
ability to speak neither French nor English, the remaining immigrants did not necessarily have enough language skills to
succeed in the workplace ((25), 2009). Indeed, the International Adult Literacy and Skills Survey (IALSS) found that the
English or French language proficiency of Canadian immigrants was either poor or weak in 60% of the cases. It also
found that “employment rates for individuals with poor or weak literacy range from 57% to 70% as compared to 76%
for the desired level of literacy” ((25), 2009, 11). This means that language and literacy training beyond conversional skills
is needed. In Ottawa, the YMCA and YWCA are responsible for testing the English language proficiency of immigrants
and orienting them to the appropriate language class (YMCA). Among other organizations administering ESL and LINC
programs, the Ottawa Catholic School Board and Algonquin College offer free English classes to immigrants. As well,
the OCDSB receives municipal, provincial and federal funding to provide on-site childcare to allow families to attend
ESL, LINC and LBS classes (53). The language classes they provide integrate the survival skills necessary for successful
integration into communities. English Language Tutoring for the Ottawa Community (ELTOC) is a non-profit organization
that provides home tutoring for LINC-eligible adult immigrants who cannot attend regular English programs. Once a
week students receive free, one-on-one instruction in their homes from volunteer tutors. Emphasis is given to practical
English skills that allow newcomers to integrate into Canadian life (60).
In the context of a city in which Francophones have had a high profile historically and in which the concentration of
public service jobs increases the demand for officially bilingual employees, many private language schools are operating
in Ottawa, such as Interlangues Language School (43) and the Ottawa Japanese Language School (44).
Finally, other places in which multilingualism is very audible in Ottawa are the city’s two major universities: the
University of Ottawa and Carleton University. The Cité collégiale is another post-secondary institution in Ottawa.
The University of Ottawa, formerly a unilingual French university, is now completely bilingual in the information and
services it provides (67). By contrast, the Carleton University website is in English only (28), while the Cité collégiale
website is in French only (32).
As discussed briefly in this section, the issue of language training in Ottawa is complex, in terms of target audience
(school-aged ESL and Anglophone students, adult ESL and Anglophone students, and level of proficiency, education
and socioeconomic status), service providers (school boards, universities, community centres, public libraries and
private language schools) and funding (municipal, provincial, federal and private). As a central aspect of immigrant
integration and as an important asset for success on the job market, the importance of language education cannot be
overestimated while assessing multilingualism.

4.2. Multilingualism and plurilingualism in the public sphere
The public sphere, as defined by the LUCIDE network, includes local governments, municipalities and councils; public
services (health, transportation and tourism); the media; and publicly funded civic events and festivals.
The City of Ottawa website is in French and English, with a link to Google Translate (33). The 3-1-1 phone number
and the City’s client service centres provide information on municipal services in more than 170 languages. The city’s
immigration portal is available in both English and French. Since the amalgamation in 2001, the City has adopted
a Bilingualism Policy (34) and created the Service Excellence Plan. The French Language Service Branch (FLSB)
and the French Language Advisory Committee (FLAC) were also created ((2), 2011). The FLSB established multiple
relationships with the community and used municipal and federal funding to make the public service machinery reflect
the population’s actual bilingualism. The FLSB focuses on the delivery of services in French, as outlined in the Policy,
and ensures the provision of French language services to Ottawans and municipal employees. It also promotes services
in French within the City’s various departments. Finally, the FLSB coordinates translation services.
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Funded mostly by the City, the Ottawa Public Library website is in English and French, with no content in other
languages (65). Since 2009, a multilingual catalogue has made it possible to search in other languages, however.
Reflecting the multilingual collection with a focus on the languages showing the greatest increase among Ottawa
population, the catalogue covers Russian, Persian, Chinese and Arabic (13).
OC Transpo is Ottawa’s transit system. Its website is in English and French, with no link to Google Translate and no
mention of multilingual services. While 17.8% of Canadian-born Ottawans use public transit to commute to work, 33.5%
of newcomers do ((12), 2011, 18).
In terms of health services, the Multilingual Health Phone Line has been in place since 2006. Nurses take phone calls
and transfer them to appropriate interpreters. The Multicultural Health Coalition, created by the City of Ottawa’s Public
Health division and of a number of community associations, further discusses urgent multilingual and multicultural health
issues and provides background and advice to various organizations on the topic (69). The Champlain Local Health
Integration Network (LHIN) is an entity coordinating health care services throughout the Ottawa region. It provides
bilingual health information and services to the region’s population. While no further multilingual information is available
on the Champlain LHIN website, the Champlain LHIN has recently provided funding to the Refugee Newcomer Clinic to
hire four multicultural health navigators and update equipment (29). There are four English-language hospitals in Ottawa,
namely the Children’s Hospital of Eastern Ontario (CHEO), National Defence Medical Centre, the Ottawa Hospital
(formerly the Riverside Hospital, General Hospital and Civic Hospital) and Queensway-Carleton Hospital. The first
three offer bilingual services (English and French) and have websites in French and English with no further multilingual
information. The website of Queensway-Carleton Hospital is in English only with a link to Google Translate. Montfort
Hospital is Ottawa’s French -language hospital, and its website is in English and French, with each doctor’s profile listing
the languages they in which they are proficient (61).
Of the five respondents to our interview questionnaires, one respondent thought the City of Ottawa was doing
an adequate job in dealing with multilingualism, while two did not know and two thought that, while having a few
multilingual services available, the city was not proactive enough. One respondent mentioned that multilingual services
were often provided on a case-by-case basis, often through staff members fluent in other languages.
In short, there seems to be some recognition of multilingualism in the public sphere; however, this recognition is not fully
substantiated with official measures for multilingual information and services. Most of what is done involves the referral to
interpreter services or even referral to a pool of multilingual staff.

4.3. Multilingualism and plurilingualism in economic life
As defined by the LUCIDE network, the economic sphere includes large local, national and multinational corporations;
the industrial and manufacturing sectors; small- to medium-sized enterprises (SMEs); service providers; and financial
institutions. In the economic sphere, multilingualism can be found in the form of employment support for allophones and
newcomers, and in the form of businesses seizing opportunities related to the high level of multilingualism in Ottawa.
Figure 1: Multilingual strip mall sign

Photo: Richard Clément, 2014.
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Multilingualism is very present in the economic life of Ottawa. The retention of immigrants who initially settle in Ottawa is a
very important issue. An economy that relies largely on the public service poses considerable challenges. Indeed, not only
is citizenship required to become a public servant, but official bilingualism is a common prerequisite as well. An impressive
number of organizations provide support to newcomers entering the labour force to address this difficult challenge.
One of the organizations on the English side is Hire Immigrants Ottawa (HIO). This community-based initiative brings
together employers, immigrant agencies and stakeholders to enhance employers’ ability to access the talents of skilled
immigrants in the Ottawa area. This objective is achieved through (1) an employer council of champions, composed
of senior executives from top Ottawa employers, that champions the integration of skilled immigrants into the labour
force; (2) sector working groups that address systemic barriers in each sector; and (3) a local awareness initiative that
promotes a greater understanding of the social and economic value immigrants bring to Ottawa (41).
Another organization interested in the economic integration of immigrants is the Local Agencies Serving Immigrants (LASI).
LASI is an informal coalition of the executive directors of the major agencies serving immigrants. It develops and offers
programs and services to help immigrants become more employable in the Canadian job market. It also tries to enhance
immigrants’ opportunities by raising public and employer awareness of the employability of immigrants. The Ottawa
Community Immigrant Services Organization (OCISO) (60) and the Catholic Centre for Immigrants (38) also contribute to
the economic integration of immigrants. The Lebanese and Arab Social Services Agency of Ottawa seeks to promote the
settlement and integration of Arab-speaking immigrants through employment support and other services (56).
On the French side, the Conseil économique et social d’Ottawa Carleton (CÉSOC) helps Francophone newcomers
establishing themselves in the Ottawa region at various stages of the settlement process. CÉSOC promotes the
socioeconomic development of Francophone immigrants and the development of a diverse Francophone community,
while respecting the rights of Francophones in general and of ethnocultural Francophone minorities in particular. The
programs offered at CÉSOC allow newcomers to socialize, obtain support in their search for employment and help in
navigating the health care system (38).
Co-created by the City of Ottawa and the City for All Women initiative, another similar initiative targets various groups
vulnerable to marginalization, including recent immigrants, immigrant women and racialized communities. The guide The
Equity and Inclusion Lens helps city workers and other employers understand what diversity is and how to create action
plans for the workplace. It provides the profiles of at-risk populations and describes their contributions and the barriers
they face. The guide offers a vision of an inclusive city (44).
One respondent to our interview-questionnaire mentioned that diversifying Ottawa’s economy would be beneficial to
immigrants and speakers of languages other than French and English. The number of groups providing employment
support to immigrants in Ottawa is impressive and warrants more research.

4.4. Multilingualism and plurilingualism in the private sphere
As defined by the LUCIDE network, the private sphere includes activities related to family, friends and social networks;
local or city-wide activities (such as festivals) not initiated by the public sphere, but organized by local community
groups; services provided by local communities; local support networks; and religious activities, organizations and
associations.
In terms of activities and festivals, many multicultural and multilingual festivals take place in Ottawa. The Ottawa Greek
Summer Festival (which features language courses) (71), the Ottawa Turkish Festival (79) and the Settimana Italiana di
Ottawa (86) are worthy of mention. As the capital of Canada, substantial funds are allotted to organize Canada Day
celebrations in Ottawa. On this civic event, Hayday writes that the following:
Since 1958, the Canadian government has used the celebration of 1 July to promote particular models of
national identity and to foster national unity ... From a celebration rooted in military pageantry stressing Canada’s
British heritage, these events were modified to promote a vision of a multicultural, bilingual country with a
strong Aboriginal component. Moreover, Canada Day messages increasingly stressed the themes of individual
achievement and respect for diversity ((15), 2010, 287).
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There are many community groups in Ottawa that provide support to immigrants and individuals with specific linguistic
needs. Many organizations already discussed in the sections on education and economic life provide services that could
be associated with the private sphere. A few of these organizations are discussed below.
Figure 2: Polish Combatants (Veterans) Association

First, the Ottawa Community Immigrant Services
Organization (OCISO) supports immigrants through
the journey of making Canada their home by providing
creative and responsive programs that are culturally
and linguistically appropriate, building community,
and fostering healthy and inclusive spaces for open
dialogue and healing. Services include integration
services (for example, employment, specialized help
for seniors and community development), counselling,
language training, multicultural liaison officers in the
school system, scholarships, and public education (51).
The Catholic Centre for Immigrants (CCI) also offers
settlement services in more than 15 languages and is
particularly active in housing and health issues. Helping
recent immigrants find housing, the CCI owns residential
facilities for government-assisted refugees and offers
health and various settlement services to the refugees.
Special attention is given to the needs of foreign medical
doctors and lawyers to integrate into their sector in
Canada (32). The CCI also organizes the Community
Photo: Richard Clément, 2014.
Cup, which is celebrated towards the end of June and
consists of an inclusive soccer tournament, cultural
events, information on city services and an atmosphere that allows the immigrant and Canadian-born populations
to connect and network (31). Thirdly, the Ottawa Local Immigration Partnership (OLIP) is a collaborative community
initiative designed to strengthen Ottawa’s capacity to welcome immigrants and improve integration outcomes related
to economic, social, political and civic participation (72). The Ottawa LIP was initiated by the CCI in partnership with the
City of Ottawa, Local Agencies Serving Immigrants (LASI) and other community partners in October 2009.
In terms of responding to target audiences, Tungasuvvingat Inuit (mentioned above) is an organization helping Inuit
in the Ottawa area connect with counselling services, health services, Inuit language education and employment. It
organizes community events in English and Inuktitut, and its website is in English and Inuktitut (74).
A few groups are paying specific attention to the needs of immigrant women. The National Capital Region YMCAYWCA Newcomer Information Centre (NIC) provides services to help newcomers find everything to settle into life in
Ottawa. Their services are available in English and French. NIC staff members speak many other languages and serve
newcomers in their first language whenever possible (58). Immigrant Women Services Ottawa (IWSO) target immigrant
and visible-minority women. IWSO’s main mission is to create opportunities for women, as they integrate into a new
society, to flee domestic abuse, rebuild their lives free of violence and achieve their personal goals. Each year, IWSO’s
staff and volunteers help over 2,000 women and their children. IWSO has interpreters in multiple languages (36).
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The multilingual nature of Ottawa also seems to have an impact on religious organizations, as shown in the following
pictures:

Photo: Richard Clément, 2014.

Figure 4: Russian Orthodox church

Photo: Richard Clément, 2014.

Figure 3: Ottawa mosque

Photo: Richard Clément, 2014.

Figure 5: Ukrainian Catholic church
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In conclusion, there seems to be a significant number of multilingual resources and activities in Ottawa’s private sphere.
The dual bilingual system responding to needs in the private sphere is noticeable with French and English organizations
often operating separately, as was the case in the educational sphere. In comparison with Toronto and Vancouver,
official bilingualism is partly a reality in Ottawa’s society and this reality is in turn shaping the immigration and integration
system in Ottawa.

4.5. Multilingualism and plurilingualism in urban spaces

Photo: Richard Clément, 2014.

Figure 6: Bilingual linguistic landscape

The Ottawa linguistic landscape is mostly Anglophone, with
important visibility to French and other languages in specific
areas of the city.

Figure 7: Around Little Italy

Photo: Richard Clément, 2014.

The respondents to our interview questionnaire identified
English and French as the two most visible languages, with
Arabic, Chinese and Italian following. Two respondents
mentioned that these languages were very visible in some
areas, but not at all in others, for example Italian is very
present on Preston street but not at all elsewhere. The Vanier
area has been one of the French clusters in the City. As
two of the most important non-official languages present in
Ottawa historically, we would expect more visibility of Russian
and German languages. Italian and Chinese, still spoken by
significant numbers of people in Ottawa, seem much more
visible.
The old Chinatown, while still active in the city centre, has
been replicated in [new Chinese area]. Chinese is currently
the third most common mother tongue in Ottawa, with an
important Lebanese contingent, Arabic is also visible.
The French minority asking for more services in its language
mostly fuels the issue of commercial signs in Ottawa. Two
respondents could not understand why shops, restaurants
and businesses in general do not have more bilingual or
multilingual signs, as it would probably bring more business.
In 2012 Graham Fraser, Commissioner of Official Languages
of Canada, looked into the issue of bilingualism in Canada’s
National Capital. The objective was to determine whether it
was possible to be served in French at various businesses
in Ottawa and in English at various businesses in Gatineau.
Commissioner Fraser’s conclusion is as follows:
Our observations show that there is substantial bilingual
capacity for visitors but that it is often invisible. The
bilingualism of businesses and tourist areas is Ottawa’s
best kept secret . . . Employees of federal institutions,
for whom bilingual greetings are a legal obligation, are
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Figure 8: Around old Chinatown

Photo: Richard Clément, 2014.

Urban spaces include all publicly visible and audible aspects
of a city (for example, signage, advertising, graffiti and public
art). In this section, we mostly focus on the general visual
aspects of the city, and we include a few pictures. We also
discuss the question of commercial signs and assess its
significance in the city.

In terms of commercial signs in languages other than English
and French, two respondents thought it was a great thing,
illustrating the increasingly multicultural composition of the
city, while another respondent said that commercial signs
should be translated in order for the general public to be able
to understand them.
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Figure 9: Around old Chinatown

Photo: Richard Clément, 2014.

doing better . . . In Gatineau, on the Quebec side of the
National Capital Region, almost all the businesses were
able to serve visitors in English, but only 10 per cent of
them made an active offer. In general, most hotels and
restaurants in Gatineau set an example that businesses
in other Canadian cities should follow. My office is
interested in the private sector because linguistic duality is
everybody’s business. Although they are not subject to the
Official Languages Act, businesses operating in Canada
are more competitive when they use both English and
French in their approaches with clients (57).

5. Analysis of key themes/discussion
Ottawa is one of the rare cities in Canada where, although bilingualism is not formalized through official municipal
bilingualism, French-English bilingualism is a reality in the field. Being the capital of the country and the place where
public service jobs are concentrated, policies of official bilingualism affect the linguistic composition of the city. In
recent decades, Ottawa has diversified culturally and linguistically. Since 1979 with Vietnamese refugees and the
Project 4000 commitment “to coordinate the private sponsorships and resettlement of 4,000 refugees, [Ottawa went
through] a historic turning point, awakening to its own multicultural, multilingual and multiracial diversity” ((17), 2011,
39). Today, Ottawa still receives more than its share of refugees and this is transforming the city’s linguistic landscape.
For example, we notice the presence of the Somali language in the top 12 most common mother tongues and most
spoken languages. After Montréal, the Ottawa-Gatineau region has the highest number of official bilinguals, and its
linguistic composition, following immigration patterns, is more similar to Montréal than to Toronto or Vancouver. Indeed,
along with English and French, Arabic and Spanish are the third and fourth most spoken languages. Finally, the rate
and absolute numbers of immigrants choosing Ottawa as their destination have been decreasing dramatically since
2000. Immigrant retention is also a problem in Ottawa. This might explain why so much effort and so many resources
are deployed to help with immigrants’ economic settlement. A last observation would be that many official websites
(including those of school boards) use Google Translate as a means to appear more multilingual. All the respondents to
our interview questionnaire believe that the act of translating is very important and, as such, they prefer not only human
translation to technological translation, but also professional translators who will convey the subtleties of a message in a
contextually and culturally sensitive way. One respondent added that the use of visual signs and symbols might help.
Multilingualism therefore does not seem to be an overly sensitive issue in Ottawa. One respondent mentioned that it is a
sensitive issue only as long as the “ongoing English-French thing continues” and another pointed out that Ottawa is still
not officially bilingual. Overall, the city’s cosmopolitanism gives multilingualism a “cool” and “chic” aspect, and tolerance
is very important among the Ottawa population. Three out of five respondents, however, believe multilingualism should
be more valued in the city.
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Appendix 1: Evolution of Ottawa’s linguistic composition
Table 1: Ottawa’s linguistic composition

English

%

French

%

Portuguese

120,149

56

86,543

40

1961

188,072

70

56,882

21

1971

210,460

70

62,254

21

-

198113

449,970

61 235,400

32

7,355

1

1986

486,425

60 240,725

30

5,640

1

305%

178%

1941

10

%

Spanish

%

German

% Greek

-

12

0

782

0

141

-

-

4,606

2

-

%

Arabic

%

0

432

0

195111

14

Var. 19411986

-

-

3,795

1

1,025

1

1,260

0

1,475

0

1,305

0

1,770

0

1,250

0

915

0

12,650%

60%

549%

2,710

0

2,885

0

568%

Sources: (8), (9), (10), (11), (24), (25)

Table 1: continued

1941

Chinese

%

Vietnamese

230

0

%

%

Total

Italian

%

Polish

%

Ukrainian

%

Yiddish

-

1,001

0

639

0

646

0

2,925

1 215,022

1951
1961

-

-

6,337

2

1,788

1

1,561

1

1,099

0 268,206

1971

2,06512

1

-

9,490

3

1,720

1

1,395

0

705

0 302,435

1981

5,150

1

1,050

0

737,725

6,205

1

1,615

0

811,320

1986
Var. 19411986

277%

2,598%

Sources: (8), (9), (10), (11), (24), (25)

10
11
12
13
14

 other tongue, metropolitan area
M
Mother tongue and specified origins in cities of 30,000 and over
Chinese and Japanese
Home language, census metropolitan area, Ottawa-Hull consolidated
Home language, census metropolitan area, Ottawa-Hull consolidated
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Appendix 2: Interview summary tables
Table 2: Interview summary

LUCIDE network questions

Answers from Ottawa informants

In what sector are you working
(public sector, non-profit
organization, private business,
other)?

2 University profs; 2 Municipal public servants; 1 Non-profit employee

What is your mother tongue?
Which languages do you speak
or interact with in your personal or
work life?

1 Français; 2 official bilingual; 1 English/Portuguese; 1 trilingual (including two
official languages)
2. Spanish (mother tongue) French and English (work and personal)

Would you say that you are a keen 4 yes; 1 no
language learner? Discuss.
Do you think multilingualism is
a sensitive issue in ** your city?
Discuss.

1. Non. Si on s’abtient au respect de la constitution, on comprend alors qu’il est
normal d’avoir deux langues officiels. Les autres langues sont des instruments
culturels.
2. Insofar as the ongoing English-French “thing” continues, yes - to the point
of pettiness. Otherwise, the city has grown to be cosmopolitan enough to view
foreign languages as “cool” and “chic”.
3. Oui. La ville n’est pas encore officiellement bilingue, un fait qu’on oublie
souvent en raison que c’est la région de la capitale nationale. Ainsi, tout est
toujours réduit aux 2 langues officielles, où le français est plutôt mal servi.
Cependant, c’est une ville cosmopolite, où plusieurs citoyens maitrisent mal l’une
ou l’autre des langues officielles. il est important pour la
ville de rendre plusieurs services et renseignements disponibles dans plusieurs
langues. C’est un besoin criant dans le secteur médical, même si je reconnais
que ce ne soit pas un service municipal.
4. No. I do believe that there is not enough understanding about what it means in
terms of inclusion. I believe that there is tolerance in
general, and the beginnings of inclusion.
5. I am not sure if it is a sensitive issue, because it will depend on how one
understands the concept of „sensitivity.“
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LUCIDE network questions

Answers from Ottawa informants

We’ve noticed in our study
of different examples of
multilingualism that some
languages are more visible than
others in Ottawa. In your area of
work and in your city, what are
the languages that seem most
numerically important? Which
ones enjoy the greatest visibility?
Which have less visibility?

1. Dans notre domaine, la predoninence d’une langue etrangere varie avec les
vagues d’immigration. Quoiqu’il en soit, nous favorisation le francais comme
langue de reunification. Les autres langues sont des outils culturels
2. Chinese and Arabic have the most visibility and are probably a good match
with the demographic importance of Ottawa’s Chinese- and Arabic-speakers.
Native languages are invisible. Spanish and Italian have some profile, probably
more for traditional reasons.
3. L’anglais est la plus visible, suivie du français. L’italien est très visible sur la rue
Preston, mais pas ailleurs. On sent une augmentation dela visibilité de l’arabe
dans l’affichage dans certains quartiers, mais pas partout. Le chinois est visible
seulement à quelques endroits... Les symboles celtes sont très visibles mais pas
langues celtes... intéressant comme phénomène.
4. French and English.
5. English, French, Arabic, Mandarin/Chinese

The co-existence of multiple
languages in a city brings with it
certain challenges and choices for
local government and companies.
Do you agree with the way your
City approaches the issue of
multilingualism? Do you agree with
the way private businesses and
organizations approach the issue
of multilingualism? Can you give
an example of a recent approach
that you agree or disagree with?

1. Sans objet
2. I think the City does well in providing some of the basic municipal information
in a number of languages on its website. Retailers in the tourist areas of the city,
or on streets that aspire to be visited by tourists, might do well with an effort
to advertise if they are able to offer services in other languages. It’s otherwise
difficult to discuss what is essentially a voluntary offer of services in non-official
languages. It’s a perk for tourists, it’s of assistance to newcomers who have not
yet had a chance to become fluent in either official language, but I’m not sure
what standard the City or other private businesses or organizations should be
held.
3. Je ne crois pas que la ville d’Ottawa soit suffisamment proactive dans sa
gestion du multilinguisme (et de la valorisation de celui-ci). Les entreprises ne
valorisent pas suffisamment et n’affichent peu ou pas les différentes langues
dans lesquelles les clients peuvent obtenir du service. On est très loin d’une
ville comme Toronto, où les langues sont affichées sur les portes des banques,
les employés portent des épinglettes indiquant les langues dans lesquelles ils
peuvent vous servir, etc.
4. If „multiculturalism“ is defined as „the co-existence of multiple languages“ then
I do not think that either governments or the private sector have fully embraced
it. However, there are some good approaches, such as the City of Ottawa‘s
Language Line. Anyone calling the City‘s 311 number can obtain translation
services in 177 languages. The City is also publishing more outreach and direct
service literature in multiple languages (e.g. Ottawa Public Health, Ottawa Public
Library, Community and Social Services). I am not very familiar with private
business, but do know that Invest Ottawa, an economic development agency of
the City offers business start-up workshop information in multiple languages.
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LUCIDE network questions

Answers from Ottawa informants

There seem to be two main
ways of handling language
barriers: either human translation/
interpretation, or with language
technology. In your area of
expertise, how are translation/
interpretation handled? Do
you think it is handled well and
appropriately?

1. Sans opinion. Toute fois nous favorisition la traduction et surtout l’interpretation
pour ajouter un aspect humain aux interrelations
2. In my area of expertise, where technical terminology is needed, it’s necessary
to have someone who understands the nuances and semantics of the profession
to ensure a good translation. It has helped, in my group, to have staff members
who were professionally fluent in other languages in some situations where such
translation has been needed. Speaking face-to-face is essential, also.
3. Dans mon domaine, c’est surtout le bilinguisme qui compte, l’affichage dans
les deux langues. Je crois que l’Université qui se veut internationale est très peu
ouverte sur le monde et n’offre pas beaucoup d’accès la technologie linguistique.
4. Not with either, but more with the use of visual signs and symbols
5. Through third party providers. Yes, as these providers are well familiar with the
communities being served..

Have you recently witnessed
difficulties experienced by an
individual or group because of a
lack of proficiency in English or
French? Please, describe.

1. Oui certainement aux francophones
2. We worked with a community-based Chinese Seniors’ Group and needed
someone fluent in Mandarin to function. Fortunately, we had such a person on
our staff.
3. Quotidiennement. L’interprétation de messages n’est pas toujours facile.
À l’aéroport les gens ont tendances à parler plus lentement et
plus fort... ça n’aide pas la personne qui se sent incomprise.
4. Not that I can think of.
5. No

Is there any one language you
think would deserve a boost
in visibility and in terms of the
services provided in ** your city?

1. Oui. Le français
2. Other than English and French, it’s difficult to choose one and not others.
None other than English and French are official languages, so providing services
in other languages might be something the City elects to do based on numbers.
3. Il faudrait d’abord renforcer le français, puis ensuite je crois qu’il faut assurer
une présence des grands groupes linguistiques et anticiper
les besoins plutôt que réagir aux besoins
4. I am not sure
5. Maybe Philipino due to the latest natural disaster.
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LUCIDE network questions

Answers from Ottawa informants

Have you encountered publicity
and signs announcing exclusively
in languages other than English?
In what languages? How do you
personally feel about it?

1. Indifférent
2. Yes - in several languages. I think it’s great. It’s to the benefit of the business
owner who does such advertising, in that they then appeal to people who might
feel more comfortable speaking that language. It’s not required but it’s a good
thing to do
3. Parfois dans certains restos ou magasins arabophones ou asiatiques. Je
trouve ça excellent.
4. I am afraid this question is unclear to me.
5. Yes, in Inuktitut (an Inuit language). I would expect the subject matter to be
translated into English and/or French if the group was
intending to seek support, or responses from a broader audience. Otherwise, I
think it is appropriate.

Sometimes, languages are used
symbolically, but there isn’t really
any in-depth provision for the
speakers of that language. Have
you any experience of this type
of symbolic language use in **
your city? In your area of work/
expertise?

1. Oui dans les organismes qui servent les immigrants
2. Too often, French is used symbolically, and such symbolic use is
inappropriate. If it were possible to do away with that tokenism, we’d be much
further ahead.
3. Non
4. I am afraid this question is unclear to me.
5. French is the most common example, where a small portion of the text is
translated.

Do you consider too little services
are provided in ** your city in
French? In languages other than
English and French? Discuss.

1. Oui en français
2. Because most Francophones in Ottawa speak English, it’s easiest, fastest and
cheapest to simply cut corners and only provide token French at governmental
levels. There is a measure of reasonableness that can be applied to the notion
of translating absolutely everything, but the present situation does tend to
marginalize the French language quite a bit. For retailers operating in Ottawa
the absence of French, or its relegation to such a minor place in the branding
and advertising life of the city, is incomprehensible. It should be seen as a good
business practice to include as much French as possible to appeal to what is
30% or so of the city’s population.
3. Oui. Oui.
4. I am afraid this question is unclear to me.
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LUCIDE network questions

Answers from Ottawa informants

Generally, do you think
multilingualism is valued in ** your
city?

1. Pas assez
2. Yes - foreign languages are generally viewed as “cool”, a seismic shift from
a generation ago. Parents send their children to language schools and “ethnic”
restaurants and retailers are “discovered” and “prized”.
3. Non... le multiculturalisme est valorisé, pas le multilinguisme. ça revient à la
dualité linguistique
4. No. I do not.
5. yes

If you could change one thing in
the way multilingualism is dealt
with in ** your city, what would it
be?

1. Donnez plus de visibilité aux autres langues dans les activités culturelles.
2. Officially, perhaps increase the amount of information the City provides in other
languages. Organically, I think the city will increasingly embrace its multi-cultural
identity more and more as it learns to revel in it and enjoy it.
3. D’être proactif et visible
4. By having some emphasis on other world languages.
5. More multi-level government support to fund the provision of services in
multiple languages.

Do you think Ottawa diversified
too rapidly, thereby explaining the
current decrease in immigration
from which the city is suffering?

1. Sans opinion
2. I don’t think Ottawa has diversified rapidly enough. We are still too closely
identified with being the seat of the federal government and not yet sufficiently
able to stand on our own two feet as a city with its own culture and economy,
of which the federal government is but one of several “anchors”. I think we need
much more diversification, economically. We need more industrial employers to
provide entry-level jobs for immigrants (or rather, re-build a production economy,
a warehousing, packing and distribution economy) in whatever segments of the
economy this can be achieved in today’s globalized context.
3. No
4. I am afraid this question is unclear to me.
5. Non... je crois que c‘est du protectionnisme à l‘américain et un reflet des
attitudes géolinguistiques des conservateurs.
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Appendix 3: Sociodemographic tables
Table 3: Top 12 most spoken mother tongues in Canadian cities

CMA

Toronto

Montréal

Vancouver

Ottawa-Gatineau

English

1 (53.8%)

2 (11.6%)

1 (56.0%)

1 (49.0%)

French

1 (63.3%)

11 (1.1%)

2 (31.4%)

Spanish

6 (2.2%)

4 (2.9%)

9 (1.4%)

4 (1.2%)

Italian

3 (3.0%)

5 (2.9%)

6 (0.8%)

Portuguese

10 (1.9%)

9 (0.8%)

9 (0.5%)

Chinese (n.o.s.)

4 (2.8%)

7 (1.0%)

Cantonese
Mandarin
Punjabi

4 (4.9%)

5 (1.1%)

2 (3.1%)

3 (5.6 %)

10 (0.5%)

11 (1.9%)

5 (3.9%)

7 (0.6%)

5 (2.8%)

2 (6.1%)

Hindi

12 (1%)

Tamil

9 (1.9%)

Tagalog

7 (2.2%)

6 (2.1%)

Farsi (Persian)

12 (1.5%)

8 (1.5%)

Russian

12 (0.6%)

Arabic

3 (3.4%)

Creoles

6 (1.3%)

Greek

8 (1.0%)

Romanian

10 (0.8%)

Vietnamese

11 (0.6%)

3 (2.8%)

Korean

7 (1.9%)

Somali

12 (0.5%)

German

10 (1.2%)

Polish
Urdu

11 (0.5%)

8 (2.0%)

Source: (21)
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8 (0.5%)

Table 4: Top 10 most spoken languages in Canadian cities

CMA

Toronto

Montréal

Vancouver

Ottawa-Gatineau

English

1 (87.6%)

2 (56.1%

1 (86.7%)

1 (82.0%)

French

2 (7.6%)

1 (86.3%)

2 (7.2%)

2 (48.9%)

Spanish

7 (3.1%)

3 (5.5%)

9 (2.5%)

3 (3.1%)

Italian

3 (4.7%)

4 (4.7%)

Portuguese

5 (1.5%)

9 (1.0%)

8 (0.7%)

Chinese (n.o.s.)

5 (3.2%)

8 (1.2%)

5 5.3%)

Cantonese

4 (3.6%)

3 (6.6%)

Mandarin

11 (1.9%)

6 (5.0%)

Punjabi

6 (3.1%)

4 (6.0%)

Hindi

8 (2.7%)

8 (2.7%)

Tamil

10 (2.0%)

Tagalog

9 (2.5%)

12 (0.6%)

7 (2.8%)

Farsi (Persian)

12 (1.3%)

Russian

10 (0.6%)

Arabic

5 (3.8%)

Creoles

6 (2.0%)

Greek

7 (1.3%)

Romanian

12 (0.7%)

Vietnamese

11 (0.8%)

4 (3.1%)

9 (0.7%)

Korean

11 (1.9%)

Somali

11 (0.6%)

German
Polish

7 (1.3%)

10 (0.8%)

10 (2.0%)

6 (1.3%)

12 (1.7%)

Source: (21)

Table 5: Permanent Residents Immigrating to Canada : Top CMA Destinations

CMA

2001 Newcomers

% Total Newcomers 2010

% Total

Toronto

125,175

49.9

92,184

32

Montreal

32,714

13.1

46,460

17

Vancouver

34,331

13.7

37,366

14

Calgary

10,183

4.1

16,103

5.7

Winnipeg

3,755

1.5

12,342

4.3

Edmonton

4,583

1.8

11,006

4

Ottawa-Gatineau

8,484

3.4

7,127

2.5

Canada

250,639

100

280,681

100

Source: (13), 2011, p. 6.
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